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E~ler Did Not Project_Confidence-The -Reason
By JACK MURRAY
Sports Editor

After a 1-9 record as head coach,
Irv Etier resigned his position at
Xavier University when -given the opportunity rather than be fired. The
sequence of events follow:
Etier visited The Very Rev. Paul L.
O'.Connor, S.J., Saturday Dec. 6 at
10 p.m. to discuss his future and the
future of Xavier football. Fr. O-Connor
told him that he was relieving himself
from the decision making, and was
turning the matter over to Fr. Patrick
H. Ratterman , S.J. , Vice-President of
Student Affairs.
Under the normal chain of command, the Athletic Board would vote

LaLonde, Rev. John A i McEvoy, S.J.
Mr. Gordon E. Nead, Rev. Victor B.
Nieporte, S.J ., Rev. Edward J. O'Connor, S.J., Mr. Arthur J. Reid, Jr. Also
lim McCafferty, Directory of Athietics, sits in on the meetings, but
without a vote. That night, all but one
~-----------------,
(See related stories page 6Jand 7)
The Athletic Board met for its
monthly meeting Tuesday night (Dec.
(see Murray's column page 6)
9) at the University Center. Members
of the Board include Mr. Thomas P. ,________________...:
O'Brien, chairman; Dr. Earl J. Kron- of the 16 members were present. After
enberger, sycretary; Mr. Michael J. the vote was taken, chairman O'Brien
Conaton, Mr. Robert E. Drennan, Mr. demanded the Board absolute secrecy.
Robert R. Fitzpatrick, Mr. J oseph W.
In the next morning's Cincin'nati
Kelly, Mr. Thomas E. Kneer, Mr. 'Enquirer (Friday, Dec. 12) it was reJoseph R. Kruse, Mr. Leo G. Kuhlman , ported by Paul Ritter that one board
Mr. Glen A. LaGrange, Mr. Gregory member, who did not wish to be iden·
on an issue then make a recommendation to Fr. Ratterman , who in turn
would present the recommendation to
Fr. O'Connor for the final decision.
In the case of Etler's contract, Fr.
Ratterman was given the power by Fr.
O'Connor to make a decision upon receiving the board's recommendation.

tified, said the vote was "strongly
against" rehiring Etier as head coach:
Fr. Ratterman and O'Brien later admitted that the vote was strongly
against Etier, but "it was not unanimous."

Etier had visited Fr. Ratterman
at his office Wednesday morning, and
asked to know the board's recommendation. Fr. Ratterman told Etier a
recommendation had been made and

that he, Fr. McEvoy and McCafferty
would meet with Etier Thursday night
at 8 p.m. and discuss the mattsr.
Later that day Etier saw Fr. Mq
Evoy, McCafferty, Edward Vonde~
Haar, head of Xavier's public relation
depa·tment and Jack Cherry, Sports
Information Director. The dinrier lasted until 7:40 p.m.
As the six walked through the cafe(Continued on page 6)
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XU Establishes -"Speak-A-Day" Program
In an attempt to coordinate the different specific areas of academic interest at Xavier, the Speaker's Committee has established for the Spring
semester a speaker-a-day program,
designated SPEAK. The program was
made possible when Student Council
last Thursday passed a resolution calling for $3000 in funds allotted to the
Speaker's Committee to finance the
new venture. SPEAK will bring highly
qualified speakets in eleven representative fields of academic study to the
Xavier campus on a Monday-throughThursday basis. The fields are: Fine
Arts, History-Political Science, Science-Math, Education-Sociology,
Economics-Accounting, ManagementN Ja1 .. etmg,
Psychology, Investment-

Fi_nance, English, Philosophy-Theol- but will also open up the talks to the
entire student body, faculty , and adogy, and Special Events.
The purpose of the program, ac- ministration. In this manner it i~
cording to Coordinator Greg Adamski, hoped that the idea of the university at
a community will be furthered and the
is chiefly "to provide a central forum
students' attempts to achieve a truly
where interesting ,and stimulating
speakers can present their ideas and liberal education fulfilled.

The SPEAK program will be presented in five increments or cycles,
the first beginning on February 3 and
ending on February 19. According to
tb.e program set-up, each representative field will present a speaker once
every three weeks, resulting in five
speakers in each field by the end of
the semester. Four of the five speakers
w:ll probably be from Xavier or sur.rounding universities. In addition, j,
is hoped that the students in charge of
each category will be able to bring in
one particularly prominent speaker.
lil
While these persons will be talking
on subjects in their own fields, an
attempt to make the talks as generally
interesting as possible will be made,
in line with the desire to satisfy the
During the summer of 1970, Xavier study are various tours and excur- interest of all the students.
University, in cooperation with the sions away from the host campus. DeThe main advantages of having such
Cincinnati-based American Students pending on the program, these tc,urs
Association, is offering qualified stu- may include London, Paris, Salzburg, a program, as related by Assistant Codents four different intensive foreign Madrid, Cartegena, Paquira and Ber- ordinator Jack Selzer, are unification
of intellectual interests on the campus,
language study programs in Europe lin.
and the opportunity of providing the
and South America.
Four Xavier faculty members will
entire community with an intensified
The programs will ta.lee place at join the groups when they leave the
source of educational and topical
the following cooperating educational United States and accompany them
presentations. By having the daily talks
institutions: The Alliance Francaise · until they return eight weeks later.
in the University Center, the Speaker's
in Paris, France; the Goethe Institute
Donald L. Leonard, instructor in Committee is aiming at maximum stuin Munich, West Germany; the Univer- French, will head the Paris group; Dr.
dent involvement and community cosity of Za ragossa in Jaca, Province of Matias G. Vega, professor in Spanish,
operation in furthering the academic
Huesca, Spain, and the Javeriana Uni- the University of Saragossa group;
growth of the university.
versity in Bogota, Colombia, South William Rengering, lecturer in GerAmerica.
man, the Munich group, and Dr. VirThe Xavier-ASA courses, all of · ginia Burbridge, assistant professor
which are of eight weeks duration, are of Spanish, the Bogota group. Dr.
By D ENIS WALSH
a complete package that includes trans- Joseph E. Bourgeois is chairman of
portation, board and lodging. Included the Xavier Depa rtment of Modern
A group known as the December
in each intensive language course of
(Continued on page 8)
Peace-Action Committee has initiated
a four-day Christian protest from December 15-18, Monday to Thursday of
this week, in order to center the Uni-_
versity's attention on the brutality and
suffering of the Vietnam conflict. In a
statement the committee relea~ed outlining their goals and reasons for the
explicit war protest, the committee
emphasized the need for questioning
and reflective decision by Christians
on issues of national and moral import.
share their intellectual knowledge with
the whole university community." In
the past, various academic clubs, such
as the Economics Club, would present
their own speakers, with only the club
itself participating. While SPEAK
is certainly not attempting to discourage these clubs from continuing this
practice, it will not only serve to
bring in speakers from fields not currently n:presented by specific cln-hs.

· Language Program Offered
Europe, So uth America

.

-t.nqmrer (J<'red Straub) Photo
Irv Etier coaching the Muskies during the .69 football season.

Center of Urban
Affairs Created
By PAT DECKER

It has just been announced that Rev.
Paul L. O'Connor, S.J. , has approved
the establishment of a Centei:_fof Uni,ersity and Urban Affairs here at
Xavier.
In an exclusive interview, Rev.
Patrick Ratterman, Vice President of
Student Affairs, outlined the objectives
of this center. "Initially the center will I
be expected to work very closely with
the black students, implementing the
university's response to the 'demands.'
However, even from the beginning, the
center will be expected to expanho the
many more far reaching goals envisioned for it," he stated. The establishment of this center is also in accord
with the recommendations of the FiveYear Planning Report which was submitted to the university by the GA.
Brakely Co., last year. This study
stated that there is a need for "an
increase, of action in and concern for
pressing community issues - civic,
economic, social, cultural, and educa-

Celebration

Each of the four days of protest is
dealing with a different aspect of Christian, peaceful demonstration. The entire program is meant to bring home
the irony of war at a time when the
nation is supposedly immersed in the
Christmas spirit of peace and good will.

Members of the Modern Lang uage Department overlook plans for next
sumriter's European Studies Program. Seated are Dr. Burbridge and department Head, Dr. Bourgeois . Standing, left to right, are Mr. Leonard, Mr.
Rengering, and Dr. Vega.

The Monday protest involved the
setting up of crosses on the Alter Hall
lawn to commemorate the war dead.
Forty-seven crosses - each representing a thousand Americans killed in the
conflict - were set up alongside a single cross painted with a question mark
and representative of the unknown number of Vietnamese war dead.

of Hope

In the statement of the December
Peace-Action Committee, "The cross
has always been a symbol of both death
and deliverance to Christians, and we
assert our reaffirmation of that symbol
today. These crosses will at once be a
reminder of the realities around us and
a hope for deliverance."
On Tuesday the protest was primarily concerned with the distribution
of leaflets encouraging an end to the
war and a boycott of the mate.rialistic
methods of commercialized Christmas
in the U.S. On Wednesday (today), the
committee has orgaoized a 24-hour
fast, timed to contrast with the annual
Christmas dinner in the cafeteria and
coordinate with the Mass for Peace
that evening. Tentative plans for Thursday include a movie on the war and a
closing of the four-days of concern.
Irr all the\tatements released on the
war protest, it was mentioned that
every Christian has a duty to exa~ine
the facts and take a stand on a moral
issue such as the Vietnam War. "Our
sentiment is to attent tg the necessity
to always decide, to pray, and to live
men."

tional."
With President O'Connor's approval, the university currently is seeking
two men to fill the positions of Coordinator and Assistant Coordinator of
University and Urban Affairs. These
men, as directors of the center, will
be,deeply involved in three major areas
of the university-academics, public
relations and development, and student affairs. A few of their duties will
include assisting in recruiting minority and disadvantaged group students;
developing programs which would lead
to a better understanding of minority
and disadvantaged group problems
by students, faculty, administrators,
and alumni; and aiding the deans and
department chairman in recrmtmg
minority group faculty members _and
graduate
assistants.
In other recent developments concerning the Black Demands, Xavier
University's Board of Trustees has
agreed to more than double the existing
appropriations for the minority and
disadvantaged group student scholarship fund. In addition, Rev. Clifford
Besse, S.J., chair.man of the Space
Allocation Committee, has stated that
that group will reach a final decision
soon in regards to what building will
house the Center of University and
Urban Affairs. The News will present
a full report on the amount of the scholarship fund allottment and the appointments of the coordin::.tor and his assistant as soon as the details become
available.

-

It must be remembered_ that the
action initiated in these areas is due
to the efforts of the black students of
Xavier University.

,-------- ----------1
o· B ITU ARY
James Patrick King, a sophomore
at Xavier, was killed last Saturday at
about 12:00 pm. King was crossing the
intersection of Glenway and Bridgetown Roads in Bridgetown when he was
struck by an auto. He suffered exlensive
brain damage and was pronounced dead
after arrival at St. Francis Hospital.
K..!ng, who lived at 4326 Marlin Avenue in Cheviot, was majoring in History
at Xavier. He was a graduate of' ySalle High School in Moptfort Heights.
He is survived by his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. William J. King, two sisters and
a twin brother.
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Editorials

tr4 iv\ 11'.t'M 'VI~be. tr«,- ~ G1A1 iM~ ~.

One a Day

kl"ce, ~n-E'&ITl\j11fO. .

"I propose that a S3000 budget be allotted to the Speaker's
Committee for the implementation of a speaker a day program
•o r the Spring Semester ...... This resolution (?) passed at the
Student Council meeting Dec. 11. Its purpose is to "unify the
,arious disciplines. clubs. and Student Council in an intellectual
.ind educational pursuit. outside the classroom."

//II

The measure was well organized, except for the fact that the
··proposal" was unparliamentary. In fact, if the 17 man committee (a fairly large number) proves as successful in its organi1ation of the Speakers as the individuals were who conceived
the resolution and rammed it through our governmental body in
one reading. the whole idea should have a blaze of glory.
..J
It sound~ like a great idea all right. Of course, with only
3000 dollars and 70 speakers to obtain, it is obvious that the
desired qualities could not be present with any great consistency. One of the advantages that might stem from this program
would be more support for the council from the separate clubs.
This ad\'antage. however, could turn a few of the clubs, if not
most. into strictly social organizations, which effect would
be e\'en more detrimental to the intellectual atmosphere outside
the classroom than the absence of such a cultural stimulator.
The mentioned figure represents about 30% of the funds on
hand in the council. With this figure the question arises whether
it would be better to let the clubs remain with the status quo,
which has been successful, or occasionally supplement them to
contribute to having a moderate number of good things rather
than a mass of mediocre orations.
Another suggestion I would offer for the $3000 would be
that it be _used as an unprecedented aid inside the classroom,
for speakers associated with a specific class, even for the
library. But the notion depicting learning "outside the classroom" gets the emphasis now, as is just, I suppose, if the attendance and attention of some of our governmental members is no
better in class than at the council itself.
I would like to see statistics from council voting this year
whene\'er they are made available. I would like to see how
many votes pass or fail with two third, even 80% majorities,
especially after one reading with only a few minutes of discus·on and vi.rtual\y no debate. Then again, I rr4ght be afraid to discover whether or not my representatives are rubber stamps.
WJC

Another Year.Goes ·
"But I am open minded."
"The hell! You still think I should work for a living."
"Well, how else are yo~ going to support yourself?"
"If you were open •minded, you'd see the Revolution is coming; no one's going to have to work."
"There isn't going to be any Revolution. Millions of people
work their lives away everyday, and they'd run you over if you'd
try to stop them."
"That doesn't make se-· se."
"As long as people are allowed to be free, nothing has to
make sense."
"That's phony. There's got to be some rhyme or reason."
''Where did you read that?"
"Well .. . I didn't. But it just seems that people would want to
do the things they'd really want to do rather than work their
lives away in some meaningless position."
"Did you ever see the expressway on Monday mornings at
8:00?"
"Maybe we should pass out flyers; if they only knew ... "
"If you stop traffic they'll call the police. While you're m
jail, they'll be making more money."
"Money doesn't mean anything."
"Not if you're in jail."
Gregory Boehm

Letters.
No Medals
Dear Editor,

#

music for the show. During the delay.
as alternatives narrowed, perhaps the
In conclusion, I can't emphasize
real question arose.
enough how important I consider this
Was it time to think beyond tradiinvestigation to be, both to the regain•
ing of the confidence of the surround- tion and be realistic? Had the real
ing community and also to the retention purpose of Revue been lost in the nine
week practice, the dropped grades,
of the confidence of the student body.
the fanfare? Would we put a show on
Respectfully,
just because 35 other classes had done
so or because it was "heresy" not to
Ronald S. Moening
have it? Could we not achieve unity in
se1·eral other ways, less pressured;
more diverse?
gatory committee.

I think you should fire the sports
section editor. He never mentioned
Xal'ier's 50 year old, bald , 5'2", 250
lb. football players. And because he
forgot to mention them. the football
staff had to give them the College Football Centennial medals that were supposed to ge given to each member of
We discussed, we deliberated, and
the team. After all it's the alumni and
together we struggled for the final
friends of Xavier who deserve the
decision.
·medals, not the football players. l hope
There will be no Sophomore Revue
the NCAA doesn't have a law against To the Majority:
this
year, but this is the result: A
medal grabbing.
I am Black and I know that's where class proud enough to believe in its
Sincerely,
it's at. My letter is submitted 10 the decision, strong enough to stand by it,
maJority of students at Xavier. to the wise enough to know that this deciBill Horvath
majority of citizen, of America. There sion is not an end, but to quote the final
seems to be a growing gap of communi- lines of our show:
cation between members of the major" ... is only the beginning. such a
it) and members of the minoritte . The
greatest gaps are in housing, educa- sweet beginning. too."
Class of '72
tion, tecreational interaction. ecoCollege of Mt.St. Joseph
nomic classification, and marriage.
An open letter to the Athletic Board:
The greater part of the student majority believes they are great saviors
Genglemen: .
and reformers of the human race; their
This past week the Xavier Univer- aims are love and peace for everyone
sity Community was thrown into a when they are at school, but they go To the Editor:
swell of controversy centered around back to the traditional prejudices of
Does anyone on the Xavier Campus
the athletic program at our university. their homes when school is over. The
ever do anything important or worthtrue
evidence
of
the
narrowmindedThis controversy, of. course, was
while? A better question would be this,
connected with the resignation of Coach ness can be found in the students' is there anything important or worthreference
to
a
member
of
a
minority
Irv Etier. However, since the action in
while about Xavier or happening at
this regard has already been taken, it race as "one of you people" or as Xavier? Take the important news re"one of them."
is not the intent of this letter to prolong
ported in the December 10th issue of
If Xavier is to survive in the area the Xavier News. These ~important"
the debate on this issue. I believe any
prolongation of such an issue would in which it is situated, there is need items are Breen Lt>dge, a Memorial
prove detrimen.tal to all the parties in- for change. I am part of the community Cross being erected, a student (unvolved. It is the whole atmosphere surrounding Xavier and I realize the named) given a seat on the Academic
surrounding Xavier's athletic pro- . general attitude toward Xavier is not Council (wait until this student does
gram which prompted me to write this a pleasant one. The community views something before you praise him).
Jetter.
Xavier's attitude as one of "holier Take Student Council~ is it important
I will grant that Xavier's athletic than thow," and they can't and won't to discuss a letter to the News for
program seems to be in dire straits. accept it. The school's attitude is also two hours. Take Commuter Council On the material level, regarding fi- held by the student majority, some- find it first. I could go on and on but
nances and won-loss record, it is very times unconsciously. The University, this is not my purpose.
evident that problems exist. However, Cincinnati, and America must realize
Is Xavier awake? I think so but the
I believe much of the blame for this that the majority is not always right. students are asleep or maybe even
demise may have been concentrated in White is not right if it is wrong. Fire dead . The opportunities are present
the wrong direction. May I reiterate; can be a useful element, but if one is but the takers are absent. Groups like
whether or not some of the blame can be going to play around it, one better be the Student Volunteers are stopped in
placed on Coach is not the basic point. prepared to get burned. Being Black, one of their major projects (AppalacI am exposed to the attitudes of the
It seems that the overriding reason majority and the minority, but I refuse cia) because they have no transporta•
for Coach· Etler's resignation was his to classify an individual as "one of tion. This could and should be remeinability to instill the confidence of the them." Think how it feels to be one of died but very few persons even hear
about their problem. More examples
community in Xavier's athletic pro- the beautiful people.
could be given but they are unnecesgram. J question whether it is the total
Classified free man,
sary.
responsibility of the head coach to in•
Tony Davis
ject this confidence. I believe other
What should be done? The students
members of the Athletic Department
should get off their asses! The Admay s'hare in the blame or even be held
ministration and the Faculty are doing
totally responsible for this lack of contheir part but their part is the smaller
fidence. I refer specifically to the jobs
part. The Xavier Community is made
of Athletic Director and Sports lnfor•
up mostly of students so the students
ma'tion Director. Since the students of To the Editor:
should be doing most of the action. A
Xavier University are paying at least
look at the Student Handbook will rea part of these men's salaries, I be•
For the past 35 years the Sopho- . veal about fifty-eight different clubs
lieve it is their peragative to know what more classes of the College of Mount and activities but we only had a handful
these men are being paid (or and how Saint Joseph have upheld the trad1t1on present at Club bay. ls this student inwell they are JJerforming these duties. of ppresenting a Sophomore Revue. terest? When you are in the cafe or Grill
In view of this, I believe the Ath- The production has certainly fulfilled listen to the conversation of the people
letic Board should move with all alac- a dual purpose by uniting the class, as 11 round you. If you hear Xavier menrity in setting up '\ committee to inves- well as raising funds for future activ- tioned you will be lucky and it will be
rare if our school rs seriously dis•
tigate thi, problem. Considering the ities.
This year there will be no Sopho- cussed for more than five minutes.
horrendous lack of communications
urrou .ding recent Board decisions. more Revue .
How should we create awareness?
1 !:?., e,·e it imperative that studeng be
The decision was prompted hy dif- My ideas most likd) are not t·he best
1r, ludcd in the 1nakeup ol, thi.~ inl'CSti- fjcuities, enc9untert:d, in obtaining
rco111i11ued 011 page 5)·
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Weathermen-'W e intend to destroy America'
By WILLIAM F. BARKO

This is an exclusive interview with
two members of the "Weathermen"
.faction of Students for a Democratic
Society. They discuss some of the
theory and strategy behind the movement. They wished that their names
not be _mentioned. One is a Princeton
University graduate, and the other is a
dropout from the University of Cincinnati. The Princeton graduate dominates the conversation. This article
will attempt to destroy some of the
myths behind the organization.
The first point considered was the
makeup of the organization. They called
it a broad-based movement involving
college students, college dropouts, high
school students and dropouts, as well
as businessmen, war veterans, and
clergy. It was tagged as an "organization of youth," not necessarily youth
in age but in spirit.
When asked to discuss some of the
theory behind the formation of their
revolutionary movement they went into
detail discussing the historical basis
for its development. They stated that
"the third world is in a revolutionary
crisis." The third world is Asia,
Africa. South America, and the nonwhites of the United States.
In arguing their cause, they hastened to point out that some 5,500
people die daily in Latin America and
over 5.5 million dollars is daily taken
out by U.S. corporate interests. They
also fdt that none of this money was
going back into Latin America and that
the U.S. is only depleting the wealth
and natural resources of the Latin
American countries.

has taken place recently and, according to S.D.S., if it weren't for the nationalistic leanings of these countries
and the pressure exerted by them, the
U.S. could easily send in Marines to
claim their properties. According to
the "Weathermen" this is the key to
successful revolution: "Suppress the
United States and capit.,ilism and you
can possess self-determination."
According to the two people interviewed, the National Liberation front
is representative . of the liberation
movement throughout the third world.
They stated, "The NLF is fighting for
the right to self-determination of the
. South Vietnamese people. They have
defeated the U.S. Army." To S.D.S.
this proves that when a people unite
with outstanding leadership they can
defeat the mightiest nation, even without many technological advancements.
In delving into the significance of
the Vietnam War, the two said that
"Vietnam has created conditions for
liberation happening throughout the
world.'' With the initiation of this violent reaction, the United States can no
longer effectively react to this freedom
movement as it could in the past. According to the S.D.S.'ers, "the problem has become too widespread and
the United States can no longer retain
its status as world policemen."

Regarding the home front, "U.S,
imperialism has provoked a crisis in
our own country," according to S.D.S.
It has helped develop the black liberation struggle and has also helped
make youth conscious of· the failures
of the capitalistic system. The S.D.S.ers felt that "most white are suppressed." The suppression is occurExpropriation of American firms· ring through automation, irrelevant

education, the draft system, and prison-like conditions of high schools,
as well as harrassment of hippies by
"pigs."
In lashing out at the American systern, they stated that "the development
of the youth culture, the Vietnam War,
and the black movement emphasize the
fact that American tradition is based
on lies." It is the role of S.D.S. to work
within this context of youth revolution.
When asked to clarify S.D.S.'s role. in America, they stated that "the movement is a politically conscious youth
rebellion. Its purpose is to develop a
revolutionary struggle in coordination
with the rest of the struggles around
the world . We intend to destroy American imperialism and establish a sys-,
tern wilich is non-capitalistic."
The S.D.S.'ers were asked if the
U.S.S.R. was representative of their
movement. They stated it was not;
and that Russia is on the road to capitalism. They felt that China, Cuba, and·
North Vietnam show better how a systern can be developed in which the
greater good serves the needs of the
people. It is not based on corporations
or the increased rate of profit. They
emphasized the fact that Russia supports liberation movements, w~ich is
also the role ofS.D.S.
The two S.D.S.'ers stated that "our
organization is not a peace-nik group.
We advocate violence in order to overthrow the forces of American capitalism." They claim that their organization has significantly d~veloped since
the Democratic Convention and its
sympathizers have increased from
five hundred in Chicago in October to
ten thousand during the Washington,
D.C. march on the Justice Department.

New Draft Lotiery In Effect;
Syst~m Makes Chanu;es
The following article is reprinted each Board. A man in the middle third
from the November 26 issue of The thus would do well to keep in close
Columbus Citizen-Journal. In general, touch with his Board during his year
all Local Boards will follow these out- of maximum uncertainty.
lines and procedures, but each · potenQ. If my birthday is drawn near
tial draftee should compare the infor- the top of the list, will I still have the
mation contained in this report with option of volunteering for the branch
the information forthcoming from his of service of my choice rather than
Local Board. This report is designed being drafted?
to be as comprehensive as possible.
A. Yes. You may volunteer up to
However, special cases are handled
the tim~ you are inducted. The Deat the Local Board's discretion. Here,
fense Department estimates there will
in question and answer form, is an
be 290,000 volunteers in 1970.
explanation of many features of the new
Q. I have a student deferment.
method of induction, expected to take
How wili the lottery for 1970 affect me?
effect after Jan. I, 1970.
A. You may retain yout deferment
Q. Will I know as soon as the lottery
drawing of birth dates is held whether as long as you meet its requirements
of being a full-time, satisfactory stuI will be drafted in 1970?
dent until you receive an undergraduA. Not in all cases, although you
ate degree or reach your 24th birthwill have a general idea of the likeliday. But when you lose the deferment
hood of your being called. )Vien will be
you will be eligible for the Draft acdrafted in the order their birth dates cording to the position your birthday
are drawn out of the lottery bowl. If
was drawn in the 1970 lottery. Thus a
your birth date is drawn-at or near the man cannot hope to beat the Draft by
bottom, (approx. 244-366) you can be getting a new position later if his
sure you will not be drafted unless a birthday is drawn high in the lottery
national emergency occurs. But see for 1970. Take, for example, X, 20#2 on page 3 and #3 below.
year-old college junior with a student
Q. But isn't the major reason for deferment , birthday Sept. 14. X will be
the lottery system to eliminate un- placed at the top of the list for induction
certainty?
by his Local Board when his deferment
A. Yes. While the lotter)'. system expires, regardless of when Sept. 14 is
does not eliminate uncertainty en- drawn in the lottery in the year his
tirely, it limits it to a maximum of deferment expires.

and your board renews it every year
11ntil you reach age 26, you will never
face the possibility of being drafted
unless the rules are changed. If you
lose the deferment before becoming
26 you will go into the pool just like
the graduating college senior.

These events have provided direction D .C."
for S.D.S.
They also discussed their roles in
In discussing the nature of their or- the Cincinnati area. They said that·
ganization, they said that S.D.S. is be- "we sell papers and organize the
ing controlled by the "Weathermen." movement within high schools," colThis faction is the most radical part leges. and big business. We receive
of the S.D.S .. , but it also is the most funds from selling papers, donations,
repr~entative faction of the organi- and working part time." They also
zation. The national officials, Mark replied , "We don't receive any funds
Rudd, Jeff Jones, and Bill Airres are from outside the U.S. We believe that
all "Weathermen." The S.D.S.'ers revolution cannot be exported but must
stated that "other factions are not be developed internally."
representative t'~, the present spirit
Other issues aired were the black
of the movement. 1:hey mentioned the revolution and recently publicized ·
~orker Student Alliance and Revolu- Vietnam massacres. When asked if
llonary Yo_uth Movement, II as organi- the Black Panthers are a part of S.D .S. ,
zah~ns ~smg t~e S.D.S._s name: but they responded, "We support the Panlacking m their revolutionary ideals thers; when they ask for our help, we
of the contemporary S.D.S. movement. give it. But we are a separate organiWhen asked if S.D.S.'s revolution- zation. Our job is to organize the white
· ·
·11 ·
th S D S
ary act1V1ty w1 increase,
e . . .- people in order that they can underers definitely felt that violence will stand the black liberation movement."
increase and on a larger scale. They
Concerping the Vietnam Massacre,
stated that "the transition from Chi- they claimed to know why it happened .
cago in October to the Justice Depart- According to one of the S.D .S.'ers,
ment in November was representative "it is difficult to tell the difference
of the increase in violence."
between a Viet Cong and a South VietThe NEWS also raised the ques- namese." At this time they again emtion as to the role S.D.S. played in the phasized the fact that "the Viet Cong
bombing of prominent business estab- have the support of the masses." Aclishments. They said that "we support cording to their sources, the elections
the bombings, but our organization did in South Vietnam were rigged. They
felt that "Vietnam is the high tide of
not do it."'
The Washington March was basic- revolutionary struggle throughout the
ally one with peaceful motives. S.D.S. world."
felt that most of the plans ef the New
Mobilization Committee were ineffective. The S.D.S.'ers felt that petitions
that only open and violent protest
against ROTC, war research, along
with ·revolt in high schools and the
Army will be effective.
. n of n u mbers
T o S . D . S ., the ques t10
· th e orgamza
· t.10n 1s
· no t ·unpor tan t .
m
What is in the direction and forces at ,
work throughout America? According
to one of the S.D.S.'ers, the last four
years "have been totally mind blowing.
In one month we progressed from a
group of 500 to an army of l0,000 in

In closing, we discussed the philosophy behind their movement. One
of the members said, "in a communist
society there is no individual freedom,
but freedom of the people. Freedom is
a collective thing." They insisted that
"the concept of individual freedom is
a very vague thing, and it .is only representative of a system which pressures
the individual to conform."
In summarizing, they stated that
"the spirit of the people is greater than
man's technoloi)' and man must revolt
in order to suppress the evil ideals of
the American capitalistic system.''

Imagine.

Q. What about gradute deferments?

A. Graduate deferments no longer
are granted except for students in
medical and certain allied fields. But
if you are a ruii:time graduate student
and receive a draft notice, you may
apply for and receive a postponement
of induction until the end of the current
academic year.
Q. Can I count on avoiding the draft
by going to college, getting married
and becoming a father before I graduate, then qualify for a fatherhood
deferment?

A. No. Fatherhood deferments are
denied men who have held college deferments unless they can prove to the
satisfaction of their Local Boards that
being drafted would cause extreme
hardship. For fathers without deferments and those who have held noncollege deferments, fatherhood deferments are granted automatically.

A 10% discount just for being young,._
in love and in school.

Q. For the 850,000 men classified
I-A age 19 through 25 at the beginning
of 1970, whose draff status llext year
will be decided by the coming lottery
drawing, what are the chances of beQ. What if X had· been drawn 220th ing drafted?
for 1970?
A. A little less than 50-50 accord-

one year compared to the current
maximum uncertainty of seven years.
Men whose birth dates are drawn in,
A. X retains that position for 1971
say, the middle third of the list may or whenever his deferment expires.
not know until the end of next year Since his Board probably would not
whetherthey will be drafted.
have reached by June graduation the
Q. Aren't men in the middle third men with the birthday in 220 for 1971,
more prone to be drafted if their X would take pis place with them to
Board is smaller?
wait it out.
, A. Depending on the number of potential draftees (l-A) that the Board
has. the greater the probability that it
will have to use men in the middle
third. However, one should also recognize that the smaller BoarcCs quota
is proporJionally ,smaller, and , therefore, the matter will be resolved in
accordance with quotas and men eligible figures which vary according to

Q. Does the same apply for occu'pational deferments?

A. Yes. However, an undergraduate college deferment automatically
is revoked if the student reaches his
24th birthi:lay. Occupational deferments a're reviewed annually by Local
Boards and have no fixed cutoff date.
Jf you have an occupational deferment

ing to Pentagon estimates. However,
about two-thirds of this group wi!l not
be needed for . military service next
year including "those who volunteer.
Here's a breakdown: Subtracting the
290,000 expected to volunteer from the
850-,000 leaves 560,000 men available.
The Pentagon estimates 250,000 of
these men will be drafted under the
lottery while the remaining 310,000
will not have to serve. Thus about 45
per cent of those who do not volunteer
would be · drafted. ,However, i.f _fewer
men than expected voluriteer, /l higher
per.centage of will be drafted to llT«.ke
up for the manpower lost.

•

Wasserman
605 Race Street
Tewelers for one gene{ation. Yours
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11111 T \fl'.~ \IY<i If -IS CHRISTJW,<J '' Rrt/\'i11g rain 1111cl ,·old
cha,111
11·,.,kc" 1111cl ill-1c111r•crt•d
,.,,,11·c/, o/ .t11111., .,l1t>f>f>t'r.,. ccliton 'Bill
&,rk,, ,me/ (ian Rcccl ,·arrccl the News·
11c·,·t·r ,·t•a,·ing .\("arch Jor truth and
J,,.,11111' ,,, h,•roic lc11g1hs la.,t 11·cck to
!ind th,· 11m11·cr ,,. this question. Be. Sllf/"1.Wlg
. . .1111/
_ fIt>II I I 1<',I' f<'l 't'(J I I I lt ' /f
mg, .

c:r, mingled. each a Im mcrawcd hy
1he crowds of shoppers.

ROBBERY."

ls Christmas really only a fradu'? we
"Out here:· one Sah·ati on Army wondered .
worker told us. apparently only dimly
No. we thought. There is more.
aware of the irony of his assertion. Christmas is the time of love. Even if
"you really get the feel of Christmas." money is lacking. there's love.

"Is Santa Claus going to Yisit you&"
We asked a pair of coeds. what the
we asked nine year old tikc named Mat- seas·on meant to them. "Chri·s·tinas·.1
thew. Matthew is a thin. pale child who I don't know. Love."
li,·es in the inner city area.
:\!though tinsel. colored lights and
"It's too commercialized." chimed
" Yea :· he told us .
e,ergreen goodies hedec~cd much of
in her companion.
Cincinnati's downtown and suhurhan
We asked them what they were do"Then you helie,·c in Santa Claus'1"
areas last ,, eek. gi,·ing harried shoping in town .
pers to 1-.no\\ that Christmas \\:I S in- we asked . a hit su rprised . C hildren
"Oh. shopping."
deed •just around the corner: the grow up fast in the city. we thought.
" Isn't that commercialized?"
"I belie,·e in Santa Claus. yes."
t,>\,n's heart \\a sn't in the spi rit of
the season.
"I give to people hecause I i<'lve
We were a bit embarrassed. It had
Animated expectation. charitable been a cruel question. When a child's them ."
d1sp,,,1tions and spirits warmed by parents are too poor to huy him any"What's commercialized then?" we
gift-gi,·ing. a nd religious faith - these th ing for Christmas. he ha s to helieYe queried.
\\C expected to find are the irreducible in that miraculous old elf. doesn't he' 1
"Oh. I'd say. do you have a match?
and eternal elements of Christmas.
Matthew's pockets were stuffed They spend too much-money on decorations."
We thanked them and they bopped
merrily on.
We interviewed a yo ung Black,
well dressed and in his twenties. What
does Christmas mean to you?
"Nothing really, just another day."
"Are you out now shopping for
Christmas?"
KY ea. I just got through, you know.
Just means a day to me when I got to
spend some money on somebody, that's
all."
Shocked, we asked, "No other significance?"
"Not really. maybe for little kids .
I'm too big fpr all this Santa Claus."
"What about when yo u were a kid?"

With umbrella and tape recorder in with cheap dimestore toy guns he had
hand . we chased down lady shoppers just bought for his little brother. We
and businessmen hu rrying between asked Metthew what Christmas meant.·
downtown apartment build ings a nd of-"Well, it means a grateful time
fices. To no avail.
and glory."
":\"ot interested," we were told.

We hurried on.
Others simply grun ted or shook
Animated expectations? There isn't
their heads. and hurried on. Doubt it a hope in that world Matthew's C hristnot : Scrooge is aliYe and well.
mas wi ll be other children's.
All about us women sh _1pers
pushed and shoved and haggled over
prices. A million signs advertised
lo"er prices and bigger buys, and dolls
that walk and talk and ·teach your kid
to play bridge, and guns that kill just
like the ones on television. Along the
curbs and crowded against the buildings. G.E. strikers, Black protestors,
Sal,ation Army workers, and S.D.S.-

Passing by Shillito's we were given
leaflets proclaiming'
"CHRISTMAS IS A RICH MAN'S
BLESSING AND A POO R MAN'S
CURSE.

By PAt;L MclAUGHLIN

The Xa,·ier \'ews attempted to get an exclusive interview with Santa Claus
for th is \\eek's issue. Due to the: old man's busy schedule we were unable to
speak "ith him. Mr. Claus·s assistant did release to the ews some of his mail
in an endea , or to ease our disappointment. We feel that so me of these letters
"ill help gi , e you ideas for Christmas gifts to various people on your Christmas
list . As a sen ice to ,·ou we are printing these letters.

Shoppers usually find they can pick up a fine deal on Christmas spirit.
_______________
- _N_,.,., (J OH N PAYNE) Phmo

Everything Is Love
by GREGORY X. BOEHM

It's raining and it should be snowing. It's still too early for those earlyvacationers, leaving prematurely for Christmas homecoming and family
reunion, to pack up and crash down the hall. Everyone is drifting around in a
transient state, stuck between not really being at school and not yet being at
home.
You just want to turn to I don't know what , and grab it, and sink your fingel's
in knuckle-deep. You want to put it up to yo ur ear and hear it hum, then slide it
down your cheekbones and feel its vibrations. You want to press it to your lips
and then lick it with one big lash ofa tongue. With one hand you feel like mashing
it down your other arm's length and push it off from your fingertips, then swing
it back down to your breast and roll over.
What is it?
Is it only physical? .-..__

"Oh yea, that was a different story
then ."
"Do you ever get anything for
Christm s?" we a ked . a bit petulant.

The crowd uses it prolificly. Everything is love.
The Canticle of Canllcles.
Psalm '69:

Its

"Oh yea, you know. As long as I'm
going to give someone else a gift, I get
one."

I was called l~re by love,
And be it my decision to Believe,
I'll believe in Jove.

We stopfed a priest a nd asked him
the meani ng of Christmas.

The pagan pronounces love everything,
And fails to see love is work,
And all that is woven into the human fabric.

"Hope," he told us. "Hope." He
spoke of Peace and Love and Hope.
"Hope, that's the key."
We asked the pretzel vender who
was discreetly listening in what he
thought when Father had hurried on.
"I hope I can sell some more pretzels," he muttered. "P.eople just hurry
by. They're too busy."
Christmas comes but one more
time this decade. Before the last bow
is undone and the last tree untrimmed,
the Sated Sixties will be but bad memories. Lest we all forget: Christmas
is the anniversary of the Incarnation,
the single event which dignifies man.
In this we can find sustenance for
our hearts.

We thank all God's people who
stopped to share their feelings -with
"OUR CHRISTMAS OBSERVANCE us, but o ur warmest wishes go out
IS BLASPHEMOUS, IDOLAT ROUS,
to the derelict and the widow and to
AND FILLED WITH PSYCHOLOG I- Matthew, for it was to their kind He
CAL TRICKERY AND ECON OM IC
came.

Letters to Santa Claus

SET

1969 talked a bout it. I read it off of placards and plaques. I heard it mumbled
in dance halls and shopping malls. I felt it in little brother's hand and on Woodstock's farm land. I heard it sigh and sometimes cry; say it stand on its head
and die in bed.

Enter the Ghost of Christmas Past.

A downtown window reflects the wide-eyed wonder of two children in the
pre-Christmas excitement. · -., ,..., /JOH.\' PAY.\'£; Ph oto

• •

••NATIVITl

WHAT CHRISTMAS MEANS TO YOU?
\f IS f \

- - ~ - ......... . . . . . _ _ . •..,. ....... _...
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the good of my goods.

Surely it takes a tailor's face and hands,
To stitch fine needlework,
To sew beautiful patterns of love.
It is the imperishable life-germ,
The prevailing seeJ of every wind,
Which blows through the human situation.
It's the smile from a stranger
Who has mutually shared three days of rain;
It's written in wrinkles on the back of a hand
Which'ilas weathered thirty years and five children of life.
It paints colors wild
And causes a passer-by to spring Hello;
It wakes a couple for forty-years
And it puts them slowly to sleep.
· No activity,
No entertainment of human nature,
So demands, so compels Nothing is more itchingly alive
More ecstatically peaceful.
Love is the good of all my goods
Because love is so evoking,
So covetous of my last strength to say Yes.

year.
Dr. Hayes
Santa Cla us,
Please send me one Xavier University Catalogue a nd a ll information that
you have on Xavier Activities.
Yours in Christ,
Fr. Paul O'Connor
My darling Santa,
If you would like to give me an extra
special Christmas gift this year please
rush me one Student Counci l P resident.
Love,
Patty LaG range

Dear Santa.
does not drink , smoke, or cuss but one
You kno\\ ho\\ in past years you that hugs and kisses instead .
ha,e come do,\n the chimney of my
Yours,
house. Well. this year
A Xavier Co-ed
Father Savage
Dear Santa,
Dear l'\icklas,
This is my request for a Christmas
\.1r. Claus.
For Christmastide 1969 I am reThis year for Christmas I would question a pre-registration by mail gift for this year. I would like one case
of Brylcream.
like three horses- preferably tender system for Xavier.
one,.
Thanks,
Edna
Thank you,
Pat Na lly
Santa,
:vi rs . Lappin
Dear Santa, .
Please send me six pairs of white
Please send me one mirror and a
~anta .
socks and fifty brown bags.
seven
language dictionary.
l h" ~ear I \\ Ou ld appreciate two
See Ya the 25th,
T ha nk you,
c.,,c, ol red hair d~ e.
A day-hop
Fr. Brueggeman
Thanks,
pear-Sarfta,
Ma~ Lou 'Faeth Mr, Ci'4 4s,
Please return Luther. .Rackley and.
Please send me one hundred busil.u -..
ness majors - preferably Arts and Bob Quick .
Quick ,
f'ka,c send me one \llu ,kie that ~cie nce trans fe rs-for Christmas this
"B" ball dept.

GUARANTEED

THE CO LLEGE SH IELD MAY WELL BE
THE SOLUTION TO YOUR NEED FOR SYSTEMATIC SAVINGS AND PROTECTION
OF EARNING POWER.
FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION TO
SEE IF YOU CAN QUALIFY CONTACT
MIKE WIRTH '66 or BILL LAWYER
3333 VINE STREET
.(Near X.U. CAMPUS)
_961 _-3~14_ ----- --- ----
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National Draft Lottery Issues Discussed

NOW SHOWING at BOTH
CINEMA #I and CINEMA •B

By MIK E MEYERS
Draft speakers spoke in the Grill
Friday d uring the usual Fast Talk slot.
A lthough the talk was advertised inadverten tly as, a Fast Talk, this was
not the case. Groups wishing to have a
speaker appear as a part of the Fast
series must contact Linus Bieliauskas.

"Selective Service processes do
not compel people by edict as in foreign
systems to enter pursuits having to to
with essentiality and progress. They
· th ey k now th ey w1-11
go be cause by going
be deferred. . . The loss of deferred
status is the consequence for the individual who has acquired the skill and
has either not used it or uses it in a
nonessential
activity."

lesser extent, all deferments. All evidence should be submitted in writi ng,
and you sho uld keep copies for yourself.
Everything you send your board should
go Certified Mail, Return Receipt
Requested. You should keep Post Office receipts and the copies together in
· a file folder or envelope. If you go to
see a counselor, take these papers with
you. The earlier you substantiate any
claims for deferment, the more sympathetically it tends to be considered.
The important thing under the new
system is that it will tend to draft men
younger before they make claims or
think about C.O., etc. President Nixon
has also said that he will soon be ordering all men up for physicals soon after
they register; so don't be surprised if
you get an order to report for your
physical next summer or even earli_er.

This is the way much of the 1965
Selective Service memorandom called
"Channeling" reads. Although withdrawn in 1967 due to public outcry, it
Having accepted a ll-S deferment,
may be assumed that it adequately
represents the philosophy behind Se- you accept certain liabilities also.
lective Service. The effects of this law Accepting a deferment extends your
are far-reaching, as the panic follow- draft liability to age 35. In the past,
ing this month's lottery attested. With however, the order of call has prevented the drafting of men over 26. With
rate of 45 dodgers per day; with draft the establishment of a prime age group
resistance now comprising the third of 19 in the lottery, all men who hold
largest crime group with the F.B.I. at deferments will be thrown into this
upwards from 70,000 men; and with · group when they lose their deferments.
the Draft is an institution to be reckon- Thus they will be treated as if they
ed with. Therefore this article will were 19. Because of a tricky provision
attempt to give a brief sketch.
in the 1967 law, the designation of a
The U.S. draft law says that every prime age group should make men
male citizen (and almost every alien) 26 to 35 subject to the draft now. This
is not likely, however, so the governin the U.S. must register with a local
draft board within 5 days of his 18th ment may be forced to use regulatory
schemes of dubious legality to prevent
birthday. Then you keep the same local it.
board no matter where you move or
New Selective Service Regulations
travel. Once you've registered, you
have the right to place written mater- to implement the new law have not yet
ial in your Selective Service file at any been published . The new regulations
time, and you have the right to examine may be published within weeks or not
your file at the local board office. This for months. They may go into effect
is especially important if you are try- January I or later. With a new director
ing to establish eligibility for consci- coming in to replace Hershey in J anuentious objector, the IV-F physical de- ary, and a reeva.luation of the deferferme nt (which 48% of the men exami n- ment system in February, all we can
ed last year qualified for), and. to a do is make educated guesses now.

"A SAD - FUNNY -TRAGIC
- BEAUTIFUL PICTURE"I

It seems that the number you have
now will be the one you keep each year.
No one knows how far into the numbers
they will have to go and it will differ
from board to board. New York and
Michigan officials recently speculated
that they may have to go through all 366
to reach their quotes!

-

Time Magazine

-'~

•

Letters
(Continued from page 2)

but since no one else has any suggestions I will make a few. First every
student should make an effort to talk
about what is going on around Xavier.
Secondly, everyone should listen and
find out what is happening. Muskies
should come out of their she lls and do
something. EVERY PERSON ON THE
CAMPUS IS CAPABLE OF SOME
CONSTRUCTIVE ACTION. Even if
this action is only reading the handouts
found in the Grill and other places and
then commenting on them to others.
Maybe we should have a "Week of
Awareness." Classes would still be
held as usual but every student would
spend their spare time learning abou1
Xavier. The procedure used could include soapbox lectures on clubs, activities, and anything else connected wit h
Xavier.
Something must be done most will
agree bul no one can do it himsejf. If
you have any thoughts on anything, stop
by the Student Council Office (fi rst
floor of the University Center) or a ny
office for that matter and let people
know you are alive and breath:ng. It
might be interesting to post a list on
the bulletin ·board outside Council Office for interested students to sign.
There would be no restrictions as to
the type of interest. The only· requirement would be interest. I wonder how
ma ny persons wo uld sign?

ONE OF T HE HIGH S POTS
FROM THE MOVIE THAT' S
A SURE NOMINEE FOR ACADEM Y AWARDS !

"MIDNIGHT

COWBOY"
STARRING

D USTIN HOFF MAN
JO N VOI GH T

®~I

AT THE FABULOUS NEW

~Avaov EXECUTI VE BLOG. Oppo~t• SHUBER T THEATRE
Downtown .It l l E . 11h St. • PhOn• 2 4 1·71 95

~-Tradition
Takes a Turn
For Tomorrow
VAN HEUSEN*

Unsigned but not uninterested

417
Van Heusen turns the clock ahead to a great classic
with contemporary flair. Famous "417"
dress shirt n ow with dual-button cuff, new
Brooke co llar with na rro wer thrust. Excellently
crafted in 65% Dacron• po lyester, 35% cotton
broadcloth in a fine color assortment. $7 .50

ROOMS FOR MEN
REASONABLE WEEKLY RATES-MAID SERVICE-CROSSTOWN
BUSLINE - RESTAU RANT, SWIMMING POOL, GYMNASIUM,
HANDBALL COURTS, LOUNG E, BILLIARDS-TV & • READING
ROOM - 10 Minutes to Downtown

FRIARS CLUB
65 West McMillan

Phone 381-5432

Hall avai/ab/1.. for Socials, Dances and We dding Receptions.

DUFF'S
335 Calhoun Street
861-8345
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.. JOY WIND"

diamond
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til 1 :00

SAT.
• DuPont , eg . 1.m.

from CDI where you
save 20% to 30% on
every diamond ring
FREE PARKING!

Intertw ined b ri d a I e nseJnble
with three diamonds , , . for
the modern inood o f today's
colleg ians.

NO COVER BEFORE
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Confidence-The Reason

School

(Co111i1111ed_!j-0111 riag,• I)

-of Losers

tcria and into the lohhy. they met Etier
and hi, wife. Judy. After some small
talk. O'Brien. VonderHaar and Cherry
left. while Fr. Ratterman. Fr. McEvoy.
McCafferty and Etier went into Fr.
Ratterman's office. - Etler's wife stayed
in the lohhy.

by JACK MURRAY,SportsEditor

SO\IETHl:\G IS ROTTE:\ \\ith the state of Xa,·ier athletics. It is not just
hec-au,c :s;a, ier ha, hccomc the ··School of Losers" recordwise in baseball.
ha,kethall and foothall. hut hecause a group of people connected with the program lack communication hetween themsel\·es and the general public.

-The Group" includes Jim McCafferty. Director of Athletics, Jack Cherry,
Sports Information Director. certain loose-tongue members of the Athletic
Board, Ray Baldwin. trainer, Fr.' John McEvoy, S.J., team chaplain and Cincy
Enquirer sports writer Paul Ritter.
The Group is \'er,· close to the situation at Xavier. but they fail to let anyone
know what really is going on. They make all the basketball and football trips
\\ith the players (some players are left ho111e. because each member of The
Group is a \'ital cog. of course. to Xavier's winning or is it losing?)

*

*

*

*

ONE EX-MEMBER OF THE GROUP, Irv Etier, has gone, but his leaving
has cast some light on the decrepit condition of the athletic department. Yes
Etier ,,as a member. because. like the rest, he sweet talked other members
and the public. all the while shading the truth. There is a stronger term for this.
What In· Etier told his players after his resignation about' certain stipulations he had to conform with to keep his job is preposterous. There were no
stipulations gi\'en to In· Etier by anyone with the authority to do so. The alleged
stipulations ur conditions. if analyzed. are outrageous anyway.

Fr. Patrick H. Ratterman, S.J., Vice-President of Student Affairs, who is
thorough right down to the comma, said of the alleged conditions: "To my
knowledge there were no such conditions. I did not communicate and, to my
best knowledge, no one else communicated such conditions. Al no time did
anyone communicate any conditions."

• • • •
ETL}:R'S CONDUCT THROUGHOUT the year has been suspect. Everything from official baiting to the failure to shake Ray Callahan's hand to treatment publicly of the Enquirer's Bill Ford. a good gu.y. Yet the players believe
that his is a martyred prince. The players are confused; the students are
confused: the faculty is confused: the general _public is confused.

It is the job of The Group, as being close to the scene, to alleviate the confusion. Also it is the job of your correspondent, who, only a month ago could be
grouped with The Greup, because he naievely believed everything they told him,
even though they often made contradictory statements.
But that's their philosophy-"Screw the Students". Only the alumni and
fciends count, because they supply the hard cash. When football players are
promised certificates and medallions presented to aJI colleges playing football
honoring football's 100th birthday. and only the seniors receive the medallions,
something is wrong. When a freshman coach is told he can't use the stadium
field for his last game and then told to find his own place to play then something
is wrong. There have been more incidents of this like.

*

*

*

PITY TH[ POOR NEW coach who must step into this precarious situation
where communication is lacking and cooperation is non-existent. He better be
sgrong enough to rectify some of this. Denmark was never this messed up.

Frosh Explode For 4th Win
By DENNY KING

Fr. Ratterman told Etier of the
board's recommendation, and then
said, "It may .be (or your benefit to
resign; if so we are giving you the
opportunity."
Fr. Ratterman assured Etier that
if he resigned that would be the only
communication from him (and the
board) to the news media, and nothing
would be said of the board's recommendation.
Etier responded, "Yes (he resigned). I don't want to work at a _place
where I don't have the confidence of
the people I work under."
,:_he meeting terminated at 8:30
p.m. A short time-._ later Fr. Ratterman
phone Fr. O'Connor and told him that
Etier resigned, but did not say anything
about the Board's recommendation.
Fr. O'Connor asked for more details
pon
his return from a weekend ·
etreat.
"The first I learned of the Board's
e~ommendation was reading it in the
>aper," said Fr. O'Connor Friday.
Etier, accompanied by his wife and
'.icCafferty, went to his office ap-'
:leaned the desk. Some of the play.:, s,
1fter hearing the news, visited Etier
md they had a "tear session." He left
the office at 10:30 p.m.
Some players, namely, Dave Wright,
Ray Baur, Vic Nolting and Gene Otting,
de\:ided to call a team meeting for the
next day. They consulted Fr. McEvoy
at his residence on the second floor of
Kuhlman Hall.

The meeting was scheduled for 1:30
?,m. Friday. Fr. Ratterman learned
of the meeting at 11 a.m., and asked
permission to address the players to
explain the Board's recommendation.
Etier reported to his former office
at 9 a-.m. Friday, and said, "I feel
better this morning than at any time
this year. Xavier's been good to me.
and I don't want to say anything that
would hurt the university or the football program.

Despite this, Etier continued, "Except for a couple people in the department who have been unrealistic and
have acted very unprofessionally," he
says he has had good relationships
25 points for Hanover, he seemed to be
with people of Xavoer.
alone with only one other player who
could score-Thompson who scored
At I :30 Fr. Ratterman addressed
14. Guard Paul Matson led XU with 23 the team in the classroom of Schmidt
points with forward Jon Andre close Fieldhouse. • The room was packed.
behind at 22. Forward Connie Warren
"This is the toughest part of anyand center Bob Fullarton both ·scored thing I have ever had to do," he began.
17 points for Xavier.
He blamed the Cincinnati Bengals'
Again Xavier had the height and professional football team for the
the rebounds. Bob Fullarton, 6-9 financial drop in the program.

fidence throughout Cincinnati in the
program. The Board felt that Etier Athletic Board."
After 45 minutes, Fr. Ratterman
did not project this confidence."
along with his two witnesses, McCafHe told the players that the uniferty and Cherry, left. Irv Etier then
versity is spending twice as much on
met with the players for 10 minutes.
football today than five years ago.
"We have had lot's of problems,
"This is not all due to inflation," he
said. He cited lack of income to bal- but we'll make it," said Etier. "Next
year you'll be a good football team.
ance the loss.
-But don't lose your scholarship and,
"In order to have a first class team
by all means, get your degree no matyou have to pay for it," said Fr. Ratterter what happens. It's been a good year
man. He also said that the board voted
for me because I learned what you
increases in the number of scholarpeople are about."
ships. because "we don't want small
time college football here; we want to
Etier felt that the reason he wasn't
continue on a major college level." coming back was. "that certain guys
Fr. Ratterman said that the cir- didn't like me, but I told them to get
cumstance for hiring Etier was one of loSI."
necessity.
A one-time quarterback at Xavier,
"Ed Biles signed a contract to Etier graduated from the university
coach the 1969-70 season, but. asked in 1962. After one season as an assisto be' relieved of his duties when the tant high school coach he spent five
years as an assistant to Ed Biles,
Sajnts offered him a job. Rather than
before becoming head coach in 1969.
go through the rigamorale of accepting
Etier became only the second head
applications, we hired his assistant,
coach to depart after just one season
Irv."
at the Musketeer helm. Philip Bucklew
Etier was hired January 31, 1969.
was fired following the 1946 season in
Meanwhile, chairman O'Brien split the
which his team finished 3-7.
board into three committees, in charge
cif football, basketball and spring
sports. The committee then reported
monthly on their areas . The board,
contrary to rumor, does not criticize
By CHUCK QUINN
or tell a coach how to run the team.
They merely discuss matters of policy.
' The deadline for IM Basketball rosters is tomorrow. Officials are still
"The board felt that the need to
needed, anyone interested can .still
project confidence throughout the city
sign up in the IM Office.
forced us to make the change. We want
The wrestling tournament was held
to bring in the best guy we can get
last Saturday afternoon .Winning the
hold of."
heavyweight title was Jim Jackson.
Fr. Ratterman then threw the meet- Terry Meinking won the 161 division.
ing open to questions and opinion from The winner of the 171 division was Ted
the players, who were strongly sympa- Shoen. Dave "Rattlesnake" Reesing
thetic toward Etier. Ratterman ac- won the 143 pound cla~s. Ralph Watson
knowledged the sentiment and cited took the honors in the lightweight
the football banquet (Dec. 2) when the bracket.
players priased Etier in their speeches.
Last Friday night at the Tally,
Said Ken Blackwell, "If he (Etler) Tom Defauw, captain of Defauw's
would be given another year he could Demons, had this to say about Langproject this confidence throughout Cin- caster Brad's Easy Riders. "With
cinnati. The new coach will not know all due respect to Brad and his Riders
any of the players and morale will be Veni, vidi, vici. We commend then
low."
for being good losers."

IM.Notes

on the players he used. Everyone that
saw the freshman play knows that they
were good, and they were recruited
by Coach Etier."
Vic Nolting asked , "Is the reason he
was 'fired' not because he didn't produce (wins), but because he didn't project this confidence?"

Fr. Ratterman said that this was
partly true, but that, because the college was bucking pro football, they
needed to bring in a new man who could
give the program a lift.

.
The freshman Muskies crintinued
their winning streak, now -0. last
Friday by defeating Hanover 117-88.
Blackwell felt that the "almighty
The contest was decided early in the
dollar" played a big part in this situe,ening as the Muskies had managed
ation. To which Fr. Ratterman said
to pull ahead , 17-5, early in the first
that was an unfair statement and not
half. Hano,·er never even made a bid
entirely true.
to co~e back and at times it appeared
that they couldn't buy a basket. Only pulled in 17 of the team's 47 rebounds,
Someone asked if the Board's 'de"If it were not for pro football, we
some fast breakaways and some good with
· Connie Warren taking 9 an d p aul would be able to go on (with Etier) de- cision' could be reversed. "No," rerebounds and passes kept th~ small M atson
·
·
7 apiece.
·
an d Jon Andre takmg
spite the poor record. We decided that plied Fr. Ratterman. "This was a
but \'ery energetic crowd of fans _from
becoming bored.
The only thing that could begin to we needed someone who projects con- decision that had to be made by the
hurt the Xll freshman squad is per-·,-- - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -....._ _ _ _...;_.;._.;....,_ _ _ _..;..,
Despite the substantial win, XU sort'al fouls. Bob Petroski, starting
coach Dave Lynch still feels that the
guard, fouled out of the game late in
team needs some improvement in dethe second half while Connie Warren,
fense. "I think we could have held them
Jon Andre, and Jay Eck had four.
back more than we did," said Lynch.
"We were trying to hold them back I
Although Hanover went to the line
somewhere in the sixties."
only two more times than did Xavier,
their fouls were not as concentrated
At halftime it looked lik.e they might
among their first string.
be able to do that, having held Hanover
at 38. But Hanover came back in the
Earlier in the week the frosh desecond half to score 50.
feated Marshall, 95-89, at Huntington,

Begeneror.c~
to iOuMelf. ·
Pickup two

The sroring was still on the side of W. Va.
Xa, ier. Although Greg Clark scored
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Ratterman Anf,{ered By Board Disclosure
faculty and a lumni , who serve the university at great personal sacrifice . .
"A university cannot carry on its
They are competent and well qualified
educational function when any credi- for . their responsibilities. Their recbility gaps exist. All members of the ommendations have always reOected a
university community rightly insist
Fr. Patrick H. Ratterman, S.J ., that there be no hypocracy, deceit or most conscientious concern for the
expressed great concern over the dis- violation of confidentiality in their welfare of the university as well as
closure of the Ath letic Board's recom- dealings with students, faculty, ad- that of its athletic programs."
Mr. Thomas P. O'Brien was also
mendation about the question of Irv ministrators and others associated
angered by this leak in the Board conEtler's contract by one of its members with the university.
fidentiality. He said that if he found out
to a member of the news media. Here
"Officers of the university have a who was responsible he would recomis what Fr. Ratterman sa id Saturday
right to expect a high degree of ethical mend to Fr. Paul L. O'Connor, S.J.,
about the si tuation :
responsibility from all · members of the President, that this man be re" I assured Irv Etier that if he chose committees and boards with whom the}
moved from the board. O'Brien said
to resign this would be the official must work.
if this didn't happen he would refuse to
commu nication to the news media and
the only communication to the news
"It is unfortunate indeed that one sit in on any further meetings with this
media with respect to his leaving the of the members of the Board violated man.
confidentiality in the present case.
0'.Brien is not authorized to make
university.
Undoubtedly he did not realize either any public statements on what trans"I was verty upset when I read in the injustice of his action to Mr. Etier
pires in the Board meetings.
Friday morning in the Cincinnati En- or the repercussions with other inThe Board is appointed by Fr.
quirer that a member of the Athletic terested members of the university
Board, who did not wish to be identified community. This action by one indi- O'Connor at the beginning of each year
~d violated confidentiality and had vidual in no way disturbs the great (Jan. l to Dec. 31). There is usually
revealed to Mr. Paul Ritter, in detail, confidence I have in recommendations very little turnover. But Fr. Ratterthe recommendation that the Athletic made by our Athletic Board . The Board man would like to see a student on the
Board had made confidentially to my is made up of dedicated men, mostly Board. The proposal is before Fr.
Paul L. O'Connor , signed by Student
Council President, Timothy Burke.

By JACK MURRAY
Sports Editor

office.

Players Still Miffed
(Etler's) would have started going into
effect this spring. Actually he has not
been given a chance to gain the confidence of the general public.

By JACK MURRAY
Sports Editor
The 1969-70 edition of varsity and
freshman football players were still
miffed at Etler's "forced" resignation. They figured Etier should have
been given another year pointing
especially to the record of the freshmen (3-1).
) .
Senior guard Ken Blackwell expressed the feelings of the players
after a meeting with Fr. Ratterman
Friday in Schmidt Fieldhouse w_h en he
explaing the Board's recommendation.
Fr. Ratterman said that because
Etier did not project confidence in the
Cincinnatians, he would have probably
been fired had he not resigned.

Blackwell said, "Confidence as we
, (players) see it is that Coach Etier
doesn't have the confidence of the general public. If be doesn't have the confidence of the general public then there
. is no gate receipts.
"But we feel that the

"Their reasoning behind not ·taking
a chance with Coach Etier is ridiculous, because the chance taken with a
new man is greater. The reason it's
greater is because he is unfamiliar
with all the players, the morale of the
players will be low, because of the loss
of Coach Etier, and because the feelings
oftbe players was overlooked.

"All in aU'it's good fun and fine
family entertainment.'~

Hall (with ball) tries to elude defender as Helmers picks

XU Presses For A Victory
a half minutes of the period.

By CHUCK QUINN

The lead then changed with each
Highly rated Hanover College de- basket as Jerry Helmers and Reder
feated the Xavier Musketeers in a hard brought the Muskies back into.the game.
fought contest 72-71. Rob St. Pierre
Down by one point 70-69 with two
sank a hook shot with one second left and a half minutes to go XU called a
to give Hanover the victory.
time out to set up their plans. Swit~h-

St. Pierre blocked three shots and
got some key rebounds late in the game
to hand Xavier its fourth defeat of the
"I say this not because I love Coach season. Hanover extended· its winning
Etier. I do respect him. In this case streak to five games only to be stopped
by Thomas More Saturday night.
the principle is the thing.
The outcome of the game. was unfair
to the upset minded Muskies who played one of their best games of the year.
The director of the Michigan Selec- The Muskies, still feeling the results
tive Service said that his draft boards of a hard fought contest with St. Bonaprobably will draft all those eligible venture 82-69, had victory in their
(I-A) in 1970 due to the minimal man- hearts.
power reserve~ of most local boards.
Rick Reder led the varsity in scors

When asked if the situation in Michigan was atypical, he responded, "No,
not at all." Hence, all potential inductes #l-366 may well be drafted m
program .. 1970 _

- NtH'-' (JOHN PA YNF.) Photo

ing to a match-up defense held Xavier
scoreless until Rick Reder sank two
free throws with 11 seconds to go in the
game. St. Pierre then sank a short hook
to rob the Muskies of the game that
they deserved to win.

ing with 18 points. His shooting and
defense helped the Muskies to a 43-40
halftime lead .

Xavier
Students
Save zc per
.Gallon at
Dono Ave.
Coniet

Tom Binegar scored 14 points and
hauled in six rebounds during the first
half. He matched the highly tou ted Mark
Gabriel on the boards as XU contained
Hanover.

Show your ID card
Always extraspecial service

Hanover pulled ahead for the first
time in the game in t he early stages
of the second half as Xavier could only
scoi;e two points in the first four a nd

~

Tom Binegar had I 7 points and·
seven rebounds also.

••

•

STEAKHOUSE
Special Cut Chor-Broiled

• Sirloin Steak
• Idaho Baked Potato
Chef's Crisp Garden

• Salad Bowl l~e\\1: 0 rt
Oressinr

Garlic

French Roll

1711 Dana

TRESLER- COM ET

$179

ROSEi.AWN

7800 R~adini; R~ .

NORTHERN KY.
4218 Ol• ie HWY.

CHERRY GROVE
8567 Beehmont

~

...

WOODLAWN
10596 Springfield Pik e

MONFORT HEIGHTS
llorth Bend &. Cheviot Rd,.

MGM Presents An Arthur P. J acobs Production

Peter O'Toole ·Petula Clark
.. "Goodbye, Mr. Chips"
CO-Slarr;n, Sir Michael Redirawe
Tickets now at bo,xoffice or by mail

COLOR

/

We4. I Sat. Aat.-12.21 • S.L I ......, ■at.-12.ll
S-. ..... Tlta1 ~ bn.-12.71 • Fri. I Sat. bn.-U.ZI
lo1W11 bn ...i ltlWay lipts-U.21

(lll M1t l PM •

S.1.

ht. 1:31 • lll 81'tt Im. 1:311

GROUl'S/ PARTIES-Phone:-foy Koufmon, 241-CM07
PREMIERE
PREMIERE
PREMIERE
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
DEC. 17th
DEC. 11th
DEC.19th
ot 1:30 PM
ot 1:30 PM
ot t :10 PM
Spon,ored l,y
For the B■ n■fit
Co -,pon1or■cl
The Voriety Club
of th■ Ne■cli■.t
by A~xillory l
For th ■ Benefit Kid, of,.._11
Friend, of
Children', Heart
St. Geor9e Hospital
Clinic

Ho,pital

General

Gift Certificates
At Box Office

RE GISTERED 1 ~AC'E · MAA1'S WHICH IDENTIFY ONLY«HE PRODUCT OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY.

Blind dates are a chance. But you can always depend on •
refreshing Coca-Cola for the taste you never' get tired of.
,.
That's why things go better with Coke, after Coke, after Coke.
Bottled under the authority of The Coca-Cola Company By: The
Coca-Cola Bottling Works Company, Cincinnati
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Prevailing Wind

SUNDAY NIGHT DANCES
ST. BERNARD EAGLES HALL

He Comes Through Us

Mark Meany ·

-4815 Tower Ave,
8:30 to 12:30 A. M.
Featuring Popular Bands and Entertainment

--The true spirit of Christmas
is to /i,·e lil.e the Master th<'y say.
the true spirit <J/ Christmas.
is th<' gil'ing of Ion• 1•1·1•ry day."
- A Song
----------------.
(Continued from page I)
Languages.
Successful participation in "these
programs. which are reasonable in
cost. entitles the student to between
six and 13 hours of tfansferable
semester credits from Xavier Uni1·ersity. American Students Association . with members on m ·er 900 U.S.
college campuses. also conducts noncredit foreign study courses in music
and art and pro1·ides guaranteed employment in Europe to students who
wish to live and work there during the
summer.

• • •

Summer courses in French language and ci1·ilirntion at the school of
the Alliance Francaise in Paris will'
be offered again this year in a program
organi1ed and administered by Xavier
Uni1·ersity. For the past three years
Xa,·ier·s Fredin Summer Studies program has enabled college-level students to earn six semester hours of
American college credits in eight
weeks of study at the Paris school. The
current program is scheduled to operate from July I. 1970 to August 29, 1970.

One cannot ignore the stereotype
attitudes we are expected to assume
during the holiday season. yet the meaning of Christ's annual coming varies
with each of us. As we mature and acquire a more universal perspective. we
are forced to reali1e that the fantasy
of Christmas experienced in childhood
does not persist and that the more difficult task of bringing Christ into an unreceptive world replaces it~ Herein
lies the true spirit of the season, for
only by attempting to fulfill this latter
aim do we perpetuate the love to which
He introduced us. Consequently, the
means of intensifying our Christian
outlook should draw a substantial part
of our attention at this time of selfexamination.
Christmas is a time for thanks,
thanks in a sense that we have been
blessed with the necessary and important gifts of life. It is a time to question
and doubt the things we take for granted
and slowly work our way back up the

complex hierarchy of God's goodness
c_ulminating in each ofus.
Christmas is a time for joy, a joy
which results not from temporary denail of the wearying reality about us,
but one deriving from the knowledge
that through Christ's coming we have
a way of sustaining our trials by adhering to His example and adopting.
His attitude.

Starts Friday!

!

Christmas is a time for love, a love
which is manifest in understanding and
the genuine ' prescription for peace.
Love demands a peace not of silence,
tension, or expedience, but of the
warmth and satisfaction of empathizing with the situations of others and
diverting our attention to theic needs.
Christmas encompasses an enormous spectrum of things. This Christmas let's realize that indeed the lasting
treasures of the sea~on are those
we can all possess through a little
reflection and consideration.

A limited number of grants-in-aid,
offered by Xavier University's Fredin
Memorial Scholarship Committee, are
awarded in the amount of $625 for the
1970 program, towards- a total cost of
SI I 90. Fredin grantees therefore participate in the program at a cost of
S575.
Students of Cincinnati's five area

colleges- Edgecliff, Mt . Saint Joseph,
Thomas More, University of Cincinnati and Xavier- are eligible to apply
for the grants-in-aid if by the end of
the current academic year they have
completed the intermediate course in
French. or its equivalent, with an average of B or bener.
Application forms for the grantsin-aid may be secured in person at the
office of the secretary of department
chairmen. Alter Hall, oi by mail. Inquiries should be addressed to Dr. Joseph E. Bourgeois, Chairman, Fredin
Memorial
Scholarship
Committee,
Alter Hall. Xavier University, Cin-

-{FAILURE}~·

Go

Public.
Go

with
Federated
.Department
Stores.
That
alone
could make
our
stock
goup.
Write
Federated Department Stores Inc.,
Director of
Executhe Resources,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202

You'll never get anywhere without it.
Nothi~g helps a young engineer's
career like being given a challenge.
Which is another way of saying a chance
to fail now and then. To make his own
mistakes.
At Western Electric we give our newly
recruited engineers responsibility almost
immediately. They make their own decisions. Learn from their own errors.
Don't get us wrong. We keep our

demands reasonable enough so that our
recruits can make their decisions at their
own pace. But our thinking is, a man
feels awfully good about even a small
decision when it's his.
If you're the type who'd like the chance
to make your own moves, see our recruiter
or write College Relations, 222 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10038.
A lot of hard work never hurt anyone.
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We'd really like

'

,. to belt you one.

One belt is the llghtly
shaped Norfolk,
in English corduroy lined
with wool. Or in wool
twills lined with Orlon•
pile. 36 to 46. $37.50

2Q

CfNTUaT. fOJ( p,e,enh

The other belt is the
bush coat; also shaped,
in pure wool plaids, or pure
wool twills, with two bellows
and two muff pockets. S,M,L,XL.
Unlined $25. Orlon piled-lined $35.
P.S. The belt detaches for those who'd
rather not be belted constantly.

L

. BARBRA STREISAND · WALTER MATTHAU
MICHAEL CRAWFORD
,.
ERNEST LEHMAN'SPRODUCTION Of

mLO,DOLLY!

OAoliCES .UC,

ER;sTi~~

Cou1s ARMSTRONG
eEN(Kiliv RoffEfiBENs ;;~: lRRYHERMAM
rooniil•
IGI ..;.;;:.-=·• Original Sound Track Album

FREE PARKING!

Ctl.Of! BY /)(Clllf •

Now .vailahle Oft 20th Century-Fox Records

op.n Mon., T1111rs. & Fri. eves. till 9

RESERVED SEATS NOW ON SALE AT BOX-OFFICE OR BY MAIL!

C harge it!

MATINEES -WED. and SAT. at2 P.M. • SUN. at2and 5 P.M .
EVES ..... MON . thru SUN.at8:30P.M.
ms.
ORC' I LOGE IALC. , MATINEES ORCH I LOGE IALC.

IN THE
-HEART OF
NORWOOD

M~n. thru Thurs. & Sun.

$3.00
$2.50 Wed. & Sat.
$2.75 $2 50
3 .50
3.00 Sun. & Huls.
3.50
3:00
CHRISTMAS WEEK-12/24:1 / 4 Mats. daily & all eves.
$3 50 $3 00
NEW YEAR'SEVE-Matinee at 2 P.M.
3:00
2:so
Eve.-2 shows at 7:30 & 10:30
5.00
4.00
TNE MOST CHERISHED CHRISTMAS GIFT
AGIFT CERTIFICATE FOR "HELLO DOLLY"
Available with Greeting Card at Box Ottice

Fn .• Sat. & Huls.

Phone 531-3263
Montgomery Road

*DUPONT REGISTERED TM FOR ITS ACRYLI FIBER

10things
America's new small cars

won't talk about.
Nova talks about things
those new little cars prefer not to mention.
For instance, (1) a cargo-guard luggage compartment; (2) an extra
set of fenders inside the fenders; (3) flush and dry rocker panels that help
prevent rust and corrosion; (4) a quality built Body by Fisher; (5) Magic-Mirror acrylic
lacquer finish; (6) a firm, steady ride programmed by computer-selected springs;
(7) six different engines and five transm~ssions available; (8) an.available lighting group that
even includes a monitor for your windshield washer fluid; (9) radios you can order,
\yith antennas built right into the windshield and (10) the availability of a new, more compact
radio/stereo tape system. America's little cars don't offer them . Nova does.
Nova also has a very appealing. price. An~ a lot of loyal friends.
Wonder why.

.

tJvfany-have moved_,
but the

C/¼JuJisfS

Stay On ...

The Paulists a rrived on the
West Side of New York City
in 1858. In 1895 they moved
into San Fra ncisco's Chinatown and into the fringes of
Chicago's Loop in 1904.
They're still there.
Times change. Neighborhoods
change. Sometimes they go up.
Sometimes they go down but throu gh it all the Paulis!
stays. As long as there are
people to be served the Pa ulist
will be there.
The Pa ulist may be in the
same old place but he constantly does new things. That's
one of tne characteristics of
the Paulis! order: using their
own individual talents in new
ways to meet the needs of a
fast-changing world in the colleges .. . in communications . ..
in the ghettos.
If you have gilen some thought
to becoming a Priest, write for
an ill ustrated brochure and a
copy of our recent Renewal
Chapter Guidelines.
Write to:

Putting you first , keeps us first.

Nova: America's not-too-small car

Vocation Director

43=,fi;Hen

C['aulisth
Pat e,C
, Room 200
415 West 59th Street
New York, N.Y. 100}9
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FACULTY COLUMN
The Perils of Relevance

John Getz, MA.

Ji
I

United States representati\'e to
the llnited Nations Shirley Temple
Black told Meet the Press reporters
Sunday that one reason for student
unrest is the need for .. rele\'ant" uni\'ersity courses. Although the reporters recei,·ed her trite comment with
little interest. the fact that the term is
being used by people such as Mrs.
Black warns us of certain dangers inherent in the widespread appeal. to
rele,·ance. In hands such as hers.
"rele\'ance" can easily become an
excuse for both an escape from responsibility and a fear of the intellect.
She. in fact. demonstrated both with
her uninformed. emotional answers
and her admission that .. before I came
to New York. I really didn't know much
about it (the U.N.)."
Like the UN the university community has heard increasing appeal to
the criterion of relevance. In virtually
all cases in the university the appeal
is valid; yet just as in government

same caution which must guide our approaches to the new theology. Daniel
Callahan says it well in Commonweal
(Oct. 31. 1969): ..The main complaint
directed at the old theology was its
scholastic style, its hair-splitting. its
legalism . That is actually a side issue;
its real fault was that most of it was
a pious fraud." At the same time he
warns of the new theology: "It is just
as possible to choke on a mouthful of
sweets and fresh, fresh goodies (e.g.,
"embracing mankind") as on a clump
of dry scholastic bones." A new theology then , which we clearly must have,
requires its own discipline and can
represent no flight from reason even if
it seeks to remedy the sterile scholastic use of the faculty. So too in the
liturgy. All songs in English, .however
poorly written, are not conducive to
great liturgy. Nor is my celebrating
of the wonder of mankind likely to show
itself in a warm embrace to a total
stranger who happens to be sitting next
to me during the kiss of peace. A sermon consisting of three words-community, person and love- may well be
no more helpful than the annual Bellarmine Chapel sermon on my guardian
angel. In other words, there's a fine
line between being "silly with love"
and just plain silly.

My final examples if misbegotten
relevance can best be considered in
reference to an article very pertinent
to this column, "The Necessity of Art,"
by Herbert Read. (Saturday Review,
Dec. 6, 1969). Read sees democracy as
a particularly dangerous society tfor
art to be relevant to. The nature of
democracy, Read believes, combined
with man's inherent fear of genius and
recently with the mass media tends to
John R. Getz,
produce the pander rather than the
Instructor in English
artist: "Whether as a columnist or a
relevance can be an easy way ou~ for television personality, this usurper apgovernment officials such as Mrs. pears before a public numbering milBlack or Norman Murdock, so in the lions and, by anticipating their opinions
universiy relevance can open wide th e and prejudices, flatters them into condoor for abuse.
currence and .adulation. To see-actuStudents of the past few years have ally to see- their own commonplace
demanded , for example, the study of thoughts and instinctive judgments
literature in a relevant way. Here they voiced by an eloquent jack-in-the-box
are reacting against the sterility of the gives people not merely the illusion
strict New Critical approach with its that greatness is democratic but also
emphasis on the text solely and an the greater illusion that truth need not
entity in itself. However, to go to the be disturbing. For complacency (allied
opposite extreme, that is, the approach to complicity) is the ultimate ideal of a
of Benjamin Demott, as described in democratic way of life."
Newsweek this fall, is, I believe an
Example of such panders abound in
equally seriou~ error. Dem?tt's ques- our sodicety today from Jacquelinne
uons, such.as How does this relate to Susann to Eric Hoffer to the author of
y_ou? Does this wotk_ grab you?" are- the Cincinnati newspaper editorial resimply mcomp(ete without appeal to jecting the work of Nobel Prize winner
the text to explai? why an? how the work Samuel Beckett as just too difficult for
grabs you. To hmll ones approach to most of us. Maybe it is, but whose fault
a strictly personal, spontaneous re- is that?
sponse does justice nither to the author
On the university campus too such
nor to one's fellow readers. Disciplining and explaining· that response panders abound. The teacher who puts
constitute literary criticism. To ove_r- so much stress on his contact with stulook this fact is only to repeat the doc- dents that he neglects his class prepartrime of the impressionistic critics of ation is an obvious example. He tal<es
the l 890's, the age, after all, of the an easy way out for himself and his
students. The education department
Decadence.
too may find itself increasingly faced
The refusal, perhaps from fear of with the charge of pandering if opinions
the unknown, to deal with contempor- such as those voiced in the the "Who's
ary li_terature, . or to consid_er the im- Fit to Teach" New Republic this week
phcat1ons of literature for ~ts time or become popular. The article calls for
for our own, are equally _senou_s errors. much less emphasis on education courNevertheless, by making hteratl!_re ses other than practice teaching and
rele,ant we 1?ust still emphasize_ its much more stress on competence in
uni,ersal significance, for great hter- whatever field the individual teaches,
ature has had much to say to ages vastl_y i.e., biology, history, etc. Such an
different from ours. We need to do this article puts a premium on intellectual
particularly with '-'Orks such as "The achievement and the scholarly disFaerie Queene" or much Eighteen th cipline of the future teacher rather than
century literature which may not seem on the meeting of requirements merely
at first glance of any value to· 20th cen- for the numerical production of teachtury man. Its basic human significance ers. Granted, the requirements now
remains. Finally, we must seek too in must be met, but agitation for reform
our own literature more than just an could help save the education world
appeal to fad, but enduring uni,ersal from pandering to a ~ociety which degreatne ·s. Black literature, for ex- mands quantity rather than quality in
ample, is still literature and is not its teachers. For the university itself
great simply becaust: it is black. One to seek this reform would be an exmu. t still be cnucal.
ample of its essentially disturbing,
,\ second area on campus which has essentially revolutionary function, a
been branded 1rrele,ant 1s the liturgy. truly relevant relationship to society.
llcrc at Xa, icr. for e.,ample, the charge
A final area in which Jacksonian
" ,ttll ,alid at ,ome Masses. but the democracy combines with rele,ance
\\Or~ ol men such as f-r Quinn. Fr.
to threaten the campus i uniYersitv
~a_,agc. and th 0 ,e re ponqbJe for th e go,ernmcnt, especiall) in its curre;t
7 .,(J \1.iss m 1:kll,mnmc on ~u nd a} stage of dialogue and democritintion.
h,I\ e d1,ne rnu<:h to re med~ t~e lack ~I • The often-quoted Dana farrn;worth
'1ahlc l,tuq,) on c.impu, ) ct III th i, statement that "out of the conflict of
arl'.'tt too a c.tut1on i~ ncce~~ar:. the n,rnd'-1 tryln-g to b~ fnendly comes
J

truth" is merely a repetition of the
democratic myth that the majority is
always right. The friendly minds may
get closer to truth, but there is simply
no guarantee of divine right for them.
Rather, their success will depend on
their competence to evaluate whatever
it is they are evaluating. Collective
wisdom is no substitute for competence.
Nor obviously is collective wisdom
a substitute for intellectual achievement and the discipline it requires.
One teacher indicated to me that as a
member of five university committees
he finds his time seriously limited,
and another has made a similar complaint. Many students spend so much
time in activities that they rarely have
the opportunity to study or to reflect.
Would membership on the junior prom
committee, the space committee, and
several subcommittees of student
council justify this sacrifice? Perhaps
the student so involved simply does not
care for the life he gives up, but we
must ask if government without ability,
if discussion without thought are worthwhile? Is activity merely an escape
from study for many students?
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